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This work shows the results of a detailed structural analysis of the deformation belts of Lavinia Planitia. 
Ridge belts and graben and groove belts can be obseIVed at the studied area. while wrinkle ridges and 
large individual grooves predominate in the smooth plains. Transcurrent components of displacement 
are commonly observed. and transpression and transtension zones are the rule rather than the exception 
at most of the studied belts. Along-strike azimuth changes of deformation belts are accommodated by 
internal variations in the predominance of contractional. transcurrent or extensional structures. The 
material ofthe surrounding plains embays most ofthese deformation belts. The kinematic analysis ofthis 
complex network of tectonic structures suggests a broadly synchronous activity of contractional. trans-
current and extensional structures. The maximum horizontal shortening axis determined in this work 
describes a steady. semi-circular pattern centered at Alpha Regio. This deformation continued. although 
with subdued activity. after embayment of the deformation belts by the material of the plains. Future 
study of the tectonic evolution of the lowland plains should take into account the importance of the 
coeval history of neighboring uplands and lowlands. 
1. Introduction 
Almost a 30% of the Venusian surface is formed by lowlands 
(Masursky et al., 1980), typically 1-3 km under the planet mean ra-
dius and showing a geoid negative anomaly (typically -10 m). The 
lowlands' most interesting features are wrinkle ridges and defor-
mation belts. Wrinkle ridges are ubiquitous throughout the inner 
Solar System (Schultz, 2000). They are interpreted as formed in a 
mechanically weak layer aboye blind thrust faults (e.g., Schultz, 
2000). In 80% of the lowlands, wrinkle ridges show a common azi-
muth. Sandwell et al. (1997) have calculated the shortening caused 
by the wrinkle ridges in 2-5%. 
The deformation belts have received an ample attention, but a 
consensus on their origin has not been reached. One of the main 
unsolved questions on the lowlands' tectonics is whether the belts 
and wrinkle ridges represent the dual response of a two-Iayer unit 
to a single stress field. It is to be remarked that notwithstanding 
Venus' high surface temperature (rv 723 K), its rocks are highly 
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resistant to failure beca use of their dryness. It is on this basis that 
most authors agree with Mackwell et al. (1998), who proposed that 
the absence of water would prevent the existence of a significant 
mechanical contrast between the lower crust and the upper man-
tle. Mackwell et al. (1998) recognized however that fast strain rates 
and thinner crust would favor an upper mantle stronger than the 
lower crust. Also, the planet could have experienced humid climate 
epochs (Bullock and Grinspoon, 1996, 2001 ), during which the 
presence of water would soften the lithosphere. 
Three explanations have up to now been put forward for the 
deformation belts, Zuber (1987), Bindschadler et al. (1992), and 
Squyres et al. (1992) hypothesized that the excess density implied 
from the geoid anomaly would cause compression through the 
drag of vertical traction. The consequence would be a tendency 
of the plains to downwelling, which would constitute the return 
flow of the upwelling characteristic of the volcanic rises. At about 
the same time, Frank and Head (1990) praposed an evolutionary 
sequence fram wrinkle ridges to deformation belts, in which they 
supported the hypothesis of a single stress field. (omad and Hager 
(2001) advanced a variant of the downwelling idea with their slug-
gish-lid suggestion, whereby a mantle dragged the lithosphere to 
which it was mechanically coupled. 
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lhe second alternative was proposed by Bilotti and Suppe 
(1999), who mapped thousands of wrinkle ridges and, following 
the suggestion of Sandwell et al. (1997), concluded that these acci-
dents form a global feature caused by the geoid swell-push. lhis 
stress, analogous to the terrestrial ridge-push, would produce rif-
ting at the highlands and compression at the lowlands. At the 
majority of plains (but with important exceptions), wrinkle ridges 
are parallel to the geoid equipotentiallines. This geometry would 
mean that wrinkle ridges were caused by the la tera l push of the 
geoid highs over the lows. The exceptions were accounted by BiI-
otti and Suppe (1999) as representing old wrinkle ridge sets, 
form ed when the geoid had a different geometry. 
lhe last of the hypotheses on the lowlands' tectonics is the one 
by Young and Hansen (2005), who propose delamination as a 
mechanism, while at the same time discussing whether the ridge 
belts could be kipukas, or altematively areas which would concen-
trate the deformation. lhey disagree w ith the Frank and Head 
(1990) sequence, on the basis that wrinkle ridges express a perva-
sive deformation, while the deformation in the belts is focused. An 
evaluation of these genetic hypotheses w ill be carried out in 
Section 4. 
Why is it important to re-evaluate the ideas proposed on the 
Venusian ridged plains' tectonics? The origin of lithospheric defor-
mations on a stagnant lid planet stands out as one of the main 
questions in the geology of the Solar System. Venus shows strong 
hints of a convective mantle (e.g., Anderson and Smrekar, 2006), 
but the link between these putative movements and the genesis 
of geologic structures has not been easy to trace. This planet shows 
thus a tectonic evolution distinct from Earth wi th its moving 
plates, and Mars where rocks are tectonic fossils. Moreover, while 
a part of the record of the relatively old (or, rather, less young) Ve-
nus is kept at the tesserae terrains, tectonics is best displayed in 
t he ubiquitous radar dark plains, where the structural geology 
ana lyses can be carried out with outmost proficiency. TIle plains 
are thus a use fui key to unravel the history of Venus. And of aH 
t he ridged plains, and along with Vinmara Planitia, Lavin ia Planitia 
exhibits the maximum concentration of deformation belts and 
stands out therefore as the best instance to tackle the problem of 
the Venusian tectonics. 
2. The geology of Lavinia Planitia 
Lavinia Planitia (Fig. 1), a roughly triangle-shaped depression 
2000 km across and centered at 45°S, 345°E, is bounded by two 
deformation belts, Morrigan Linea to the west and Kalaipahoa 
Linea to the south; and by one tessera terrain, Lhamo and lyche 
l esserae, and a long deformation belt to the east. Parts of Lavinia 
Planitia are covered by three massive lava outtlows: Mylitta Fluc-
tus, erupted from t he south, Kaiwan F1uctus from the east, and Eriu 
Fluctus from rhe northeast. 
Lavinia Planitia is t he best studied of the ridged plains. Squyres 
et al. (1992) published its first detailed description, and Magee and 
Head (1995 ) also wrote a mooographic paper 00 it. Koenig and Ay-
dio (1997, 1998) described sorne outstanding tectonic elements, 
and Ivanov and Head (2001, 2007) Illade its geologic map. l he 
deformation belts are linear zones of concentrated defonnation 
hundreds of kilometers long and tens of kilollleters w ide, and with 
a ty pical spacing of 200 km. Though Magee and Head (1995) de-
scribe them as radial, their geollletry, as shown by the present 
work, is more com plex. lwo main types of deformation belts ap-
pear in Lavinia Planitia: ridge belts and fracture or groove belts 
(Squyres et al., 1992). lhe intervening plains are pervaded by wrin-
kle ridges spaced 10- 20 km. 
lhe belts inelude large folds, thrusted antielines, grabens, and 
strike-slip fractures. lhe megashears can reach hori zontal dis-
placements of tens of kilometers (Koenig and Aydin, 1998). 
3. Structural description of the maín deformatíon belts 
lhis work is based on a deta iled structural s tudy of Lavinia 
Planitia. In this sense, we agree with I-I ansen (2000) that "second-
ary structures absolutely cannot constitute a part of material 
unit(s ) descriptor or characteri stics". lhis work describes the 
geometry of and age relationships between structures. Embayment 
of structures by younger stratigraphic units (commonly lava tlows) 
is also recorded. Therefore, for the purposes of this work, only two 
material units are distinguished: (1) pre- and syntectonic units and 
(2) post-tectonic units, essentially the massive lava outtlows cited 
above (pi unit of Ivanov et al., 2000), that are the only rock units 
not affected by tectonic structures. Crosscutting relations between 
structures are sufficient to provide a relative age constraint, consis-
tent across Lavinia Planitia. 
Our description of tectonic structures will largely follow the 
nOlllenelature proposed by Squyres et a l. (1992) in their seminal 
work about the deformation belts of Lavinia. Ridges are one of 
the main cOlllponents of the deformation belts. Individual ridges 
are convex-upwards, elongate features, of several km in width 
and tens of km in length. Commonly, ridges do not appear isolated, 
but organized in trains or bundles ca lled ridge belts. Ridges are 
mostly interpreted as contractional structures (e.g., Squyres et al., 
1992 ). Wrinkle ridges are also contractional features, although 
they are less than 1 km wide. Venusian wrinkle ridges are identical 
to those observed at other planets like Mars or Mercury (e.g., Muel-
ler and Golombek, 2004). Fracture belts are considered as due to 
extensional tectonics (Squyres et aL, 1992) and are formed by com-
plex systems of spatially heterogeneous, anastomosed fractures, 
commonly paired to define grabens. Long (sometimes exceeding 
500 km), isolated grabens that appear crosscutting the large plains 
of Lavinia Planitia were called grooves by Squyres et al. (1992). Be-
sides these elassical types of tectonic features, recent studies have 
shown the presence of transcurrent structures inside and outside 
Lavinia Planitia (Koenig and Aydin , 1998; Romeo et a l., 2005). 
lhe st ructural analysis has been achieved in six areas (A-F) 
where detailed structural maps have been cons tructed. The loca-
tions of these areas are shown in Fig. 1. Measurement of the azi-
muth of the analyzed structures has followed a systematic 
procedure, with the use of a square grid covering each deformation 
belt Azimuths have been mea su red regularly at each grid node, 
with ind ication of the type of observed structure: contractional 
(Iarge ridges ), extensional (grabens, extensional fractures, grooves) 
or transcurrent (structures with fea tures similar to those described 
by Koenig and Aydin (1998)). Finally, the results are represented in 
rose diagrams. 
3. 1. Area A 
lhree types of tectonic features can be observed in this area 
(Fig. 2), large ridges, w rinkle ridges and extens ional fracture belts 
and grooves. Ridges are w ide (5-1 0km) and fairly long (40-
60 km, Fig. 2A and B). Interlimb fold angles representat ive for these 
ridges can be approximated cons idering that the total relief result-
ing from the folds is less than or equal to the plateau relief at the 
loca tion ofthe folds (Ghent and Hansen, 1999). In area A this relief 
is lower than 0.2 km (Fig. 2A) corresponding to a fold amplitude of 
0.1 km. Accordingly, wavele l1gths of around 5- 10 km yield average 
interlimb angles ranging from 175° to 177°, similar to those found 
by Ghent and Hansen (1999) in Ovda Regio. Using Eq. (2 ) of Ghent 
and Hansen (1999) very modest (<:0.1 %) va lues of shortening are 
obtained for the ridge belts of area A. lhey show sigmoid (S-type) 
geometries and appear associated as right-stepped structures. The 
bimodal rose diagram of ridges (Fig. 2C) iIIustrates this curved, S-
type geometry, with the circular mean (N25°E; lable 1) coinciding 
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Fig.1. Topographic map af Lavinia Planita with location af the afeas studied in detail in this work (areas A-F). Mercator projection. 
with one ofthe modes (the long, central segment ofthe sigmoids), 
whereas the other mode is deflected clockwise (the tip segments of 
the sigmoids). At least three ridge belts appear in afea A. Ridge 
belts are elongate, with lengths exceeding 200 km and more than 
50 km across. The central and northeastern ridge belts are also 
right-stepped as a whole. Although locally sorne lava flows can 
be observed affected by the ridges, most of ridge and groove belts 
of Lavinia Planitia can be observed embayed by the material of the 
plains, which is also observed in this area. Azimuth of wrinkle 
ridges has not been systematically measured nor represented in 
rose diagrams. However, wrinkle ridges are mostly N-S oriented 
in this area and they show an average spacing of around 10-
15 km. However, the strike of the wrinkle ridges changes in the 
vicinity of the ridge belts, trending sub-parallel to the long axes 
of the belts. AIso the spacing of the wrinkle ridges decreases near 
the ridge belts, and they show sigmoid geometries and right-
stepped patterns (see enlarged area in Fig. 2A). In sorne cases, 
wrinkle ridges are observed in prolongation of large ridges that 
progressively close towards the plains, a feature already described 
by Squyres et al. (1992). Extensional fractures appear crosscutting 
most of the ridges and ridge belts, although most of them are emb-
ayed by the material of the plains. Individual grooves can extend 
for more than 100 km in the center of this image. At the southem 
half of area A, the extensional fractures (mostly grabens) are 
grouped into several fracture belts striking E-W to NW-SE. The ob-
lique arrangement of grabens with respect to the boundary of 
sorne fracture belts (dashed blue lines l in Fig. 2B) is indicative of 
oblique extension. Both right-stepping and left-stepping grabens 
can be observed. This topic will be considered in sorne detail in Sec-
tion 4. The rose diagram (Fig. 2D) shows a well-defined NW-SE-
trending mean direction (N12rE, Table 1), with only a small scatter 
around it. Although extensional structures often cross-cut ridges, age 
relationships between both types of structures are by no means 
1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 2-6. 8. 11. 13 and 14. the reader is referred to 
the web version of this artic1e. 
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Fig.2. Structural analysis of area A (unnamed). (A) Magel1an Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) left-look FMAP image (resolution 1408.13 pxfdeg) with topographic contours 
(elevabon with respect to the planet radius, 6050 km). Con tour interval of 50 m. Mercator projection. The enlarged area shows a right-stepped pattern of sigmoid wrinkle 
ridges near a ridge belt. White arrows point to sorne examples of right-stepped individual ridges at the distinct ridge belts of this area. (B) Structural map with interpretation 
of the horizontal displacement sense for transpressional (red) and transtensional (blue) structures. (C and D) Rose diagrams for contractional and extensional structures, 
respectively. 80 is the mean circular direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Ct:95% is the 95% confidence intelVal around the mean direction. The percentage 
represented by the outer cirde is indicated, and n is the number of measured features. Bin size is of 5°. 
obvious (see Section 4 ). Both sets of structures are generally orthog-
onal, although oblique arrangements are observed locally (Eg. 2B), a 
fact which is most apparent when their respective rose diagrams are 
compared (Eg. 2C and D). Clear transcurrent structures have not 
been identified in area A, although lateral components of displace-
ment can be suggested for most ridge and fracture belts of Lavinia 
Planitia, as indicated in Section 4. 
3.2. Area B (Hippalyta Linea) 
Hippolyta Linea is one of the main deformation belts of Lavinia 
Planitia. It is an elongate, NW-SE-striking feature. Hippolyta has 
also a clear topographic expression (Fig. 3A), as it defines a long 
(rvl000 km) range standing up to 700 m aboye the surrounding 
plains. 
Large ridges in Hippolyta Linea are crosscut by the extensional 
fractures. The plains low radar backscatter material can be ob-
served to embay the ridge belts and most of the extensional struc-
tures. The main feature of ridges at Hippolyta is the trend variation 
shown by their axial traces (Fig. 3B ande). Three main modes can 
be observed at the rose diagrams of ridge orientations: NE-SW, 
NW-SE and WNW-ESE (this late mode is defined by a discontinu-
ous band ofridges located at latitude _40° to _41°). The structural 
map (arrows in Fig. 3B) shows that transition along-strike among 
these trends is smooth and curved. Lowland materials cover sorne 
ridge belts, although the outcropping pattern in non-embayed 
areas shows sigmoid-like bends enclosing less-deformed, ridge-
free, lozenge-shaped areas (Fig. 3B). Commonly, these areas (for in-
stance, the region where the two cross-sections at Fig. 3B meet) 
coincide with prominent topographic highs. Wrinkle ridges affect 
only the low-Iying plains (Fig. 3A and B), with an average spacing 
of 25-30 km and maximum observed lengths of 100 km. They 
showa consistent NE-SW trend, sub-parallel to one of the orienta-
tion maxima of the large ridges. However, contrasting with area A, 
wrinkle ridges of Hippolyta Linea do not show along-strike deflec-
tions to become sub-parallel to the trend of ridge belts in their 
vicinity. Instead, they are consistently normal to the extensional 
fractures. 
The grabens of Hippolyta Linea define a rift system character-
ized by anastomosed geometries (Fig. 3B).lnside the rift, individual 
grabens show two main directions, Nll0-115°E and N125-1300E 
(Fig. 3D) yielding low-deformation, elongate or lozenge-shaped 
areas. Lengths of the long axes of these low-deformation areas 
range from less than 10 km to around 200 km. The average trend 
of grabens (N1200E, Table 1 and Fig. 3D) is parallel to the axis of 
the rift. Locally, the grabens show en échelon, curved pattems, 
mostly with right-stepped geometries, although left-stepping has 
also been observed. The axis of the long-wavelength topography 
of Hippolyta Linea coincides with the trend of this rift, although lo-
cal saddle-type topographic irregularities are mostly associated 
with the ridge belts, as indicated aboye. Individual grooves, with 
lengths of up to 200 km, are observed affecting the subdued plains 
and show trends sub-parallel to those of the grabens in the large 
rifts. 
En échelon bands of sigmoid grabens are often bounded by 
WNW-ESE-trending, straight fractures (orange lineaments in 
Fig. 3B). The average orientation of these structures is Nl0rE (Ta-
ble 1, Fig. 3E). Their orientation, geometrical association with 
extensional structures and straight traces enable us to suggest that 
they are predominantly transcurrent structures, or oblique faults 
trending parallel to the strike-slip component at a zone of oblique 
rifting. The term transcurrent fault was used by Sylvester (1988) to 
describe strike-slip faults confined within the lithosphere, that is, 
those that are not transforms. In this work, we have preferred to 
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Jable 1 
Statistical measures af the angular orientatian data af the different structures 
observed at the studied zones af Lavinia Planitia. 
Zone Structure n Resultant vector Orientaban 
tensor 
8, R "~ 1, 
" 
A 38 25 ° 0.87 9° 
, 45 127" 0.95 50 
B (Hippolyta Linea) , 480 120 0 0.97 10 
35 107" 0.96 50 
e (Antiope Linea) 44 290 0.89 100 
, 524 128 0 0.97 10 
t 506 117" 0.96 jO 
O 43 90 0.88 8° 
, 49 12P 0.85 9° 
E (Molpadia Linea) 314 51 0 0.90 3° 
, 175 136° 0.85 5° 
t 977 83 0 0.91 jO 
E (Molpadia North) 42 W 0.81 
, 143 146 0 0.84 
66 93 ° 0.88 
E (Molpadia NE) 109 53 0 0.98 20 
, 123 840 0.92 4° 
E (Molpadia Center) 44 53 0 0.90 r 
, 11 131" 0.97 9° 
499 940 0.96 jO 
E (Molpadia SW) 119 5jO 0.95 3° 
, 21 125 0 0.72 
t 289 5jO 0.92 20 
F (Penardun Linea) 255 33 ° 0.81 40 
, 120 98 ° 0.91 40 
108 77 ° 0.87 50 
Fig. 10B , 335 125 0 0.99 jO 
Fig. 10D , 258 119° 0.98 jO 
Fig. 10F , 50 122 0 0.99 2° 
Fig.l0H , 158 120 0 0.98 2° 
Fig. 10J , 189 120 0 0.94 2° 
Zones A-F refer to the afeas outlined in Fig. 1. The measured struetures are inter-
preted as eontraetional (e, this group includes mainly ridges), extensional (e, it 
includes grooves and grabens ) and transeurrent (t, mainly strike-slip features 
eharaeterized aeeording to the eriteria stated in the main text ); n is the number of 
measured data. Angles are given from North in the cloekwise direetion. 80 is the 
mean direetion; R is the mean resultant length, a statistie describing the eoneen-
tration of data about the mean direetion; 1195 is the Von Mises distribution confi-
denee intelVal for the mean direetion at a signifieanee level of 95%; t l is the firs t 
eigenveetor of the orientabon tensor measuring the moment of inertia of the dis-
tribution, Le. the line oriented so as to be simultaneously as close as possible to aH 
of the sample lines; i l is the greatest normalized eigenvalue of the orientabon 
tensor. Details of the meaning of the resultant vector and the orientabon tensor 
statistics applied to this type of circular, axial data can be obtained in Mardia 
(1972). In sorne samples the statistical description is based on the orientabon 
tensor aeeording to their specifie distribution patterns. 
open the meaning of this term to inelude individual structures or, 
more commonly, sets of structures that show a component of hor-
izontal (strike-slip) displacement. Straight traces and association 
with stepped andjor sigmoid extensional fractures (Iike those in 
Hippolyta Linea described aboye) are sorne of the characteristic 
features of these structures, a topic that will be mentioned in sorne 
detail in Section 4. 
3.3. Area e (Antiope Linea) 
The large-scale structure of Antiope Linea (Fig. 4A and B) bears 
many resemblances with that of Hippolyta Linea. Ridge belts with 
sinuous contours define an irregular lattice that is embayed by 
younger plain materials (Eriu Fluctus) at the eastern half of the 
studied area. However, more progressive transition from ridged 
highs to non-ridged lowlands is observed at the western half of 
Antiope, particularly at its northwestern part Uunction with area 
A). Curvature of ridge swarms (e.g. arrow in Fig. 4B) is also less pro-
nounced in Molpadia than in Hippolyta, as shown in Fig. 4B and C. 
The average strike of individual ridges is N29°E, although with a 
large scatter (Table 1, 95% confidence interval of 10°). Wrinkle 
ridges are mostly NNE-SSW-oriented, and they define a pattern 
similar to that described for area A, with pronounced changes in 
orientation towards parallelism with ridge belts and progressive, 
along-strike transitions from large ridges to wrinkle ridges. The 
wrinkle ridges near Antiope Linea are not always normal to exten-
sional structures (see, for instance, the eastern part of the mapped 
area, Fig. 4B). 
The extensional fractures (mostly grabens) are NW-SE-oriented 
(Fig. 4D). Average trend is N128°E (Table 1 ), and only minor curva-
tures are observed in sorne bands with en échelon arrangements 
bounded by fractures similar to those characterized as transcurrent 
faults in Hippolyta. The circular mean of transcurrent structures is 
WNW-ESE (Nl17°E, Fig. 4E, Table 1). The grabens define a rift sys-
tem at the central part ofthe mapped area (Fig. 4 B) and another rif-
ting structure at the southwestern comer of the map. Rift axes are 
NW-SE-oriented, and the grabens show internal anastomosed 
geometries, embracing elongate or lozenge-shaped less deformed 
areas. These areas are smaller «100 km) than those ofHippolyta 
Linea, and are commonly bounded at their longer sides by trans-
current structures. Grooves with lengths of 30-50 km, parallel to 
the rifts, appear affecting the plains materials to the north of Anti-
ope. Extensional structures and wrinkle ridges are covered by 
young flows, particularly at the eastern part of Antiope (Eriu Fluc-
tus). The topography of Antiope Linea shows a NW-SE-oriented 
positive relief, although sorne local highs appear associated with 
the presence of contractional or transcurrent structures (Fig. 4B). 
3.4. Area D 
This area is located to the southwest of Antiope Linea, and thus, 
as could be expected, their ridge belts show similar features. Nev-
ertheless, sorne elear sigmoid, en échelon patterns can be observed 
at the southern half of area D (Fig. 5A and B). This generates a scat-
ter in the trends of individual ridges that concentrate around the 
N9°E direction (Fig. se, Table 1). Long (>100 km), sub-parallel 
ridges can be observed at the central part of area D. Average spac-
ing ofwrinkle ridges is of 15-20 km and they show spatial patterns 
very similar to those of large ridges, often representing their pro-
longation across the smooth plains (east central border of 
Fig. 5B). Compared with the precedent areas, extensional fractures 
are more scattered (95% confidence interval of 9°) around the 
N121°E mean direction (Fig. 5D, Table 1). The grabens crosscut 
the ridges at variable angles (Fig. 5B) and tend to become arranged 
in en échelon patterns that define E-W- and NNW-SSE-oriented 
bands. When approaching these en échelon bands, the trend of 
sorne long grooves (100-150 km) progressively changes, becoming 
essentially parallel to them (central and northern parts of Fig. 5B). 
3.5. Area E (Molpadia Linea) 
Molpadia Linea is one of the most prominent deformation belts 
ofLavinia Planitia with a length ofmore than 1200 km and a max-
imum width of around 200 km, and standing up to 700 m aboye 
the surrounding plains (Fig. 6A and B). As a whole, Molpadia Linea 
has a sigmoid shape, with a NE-SW-directed western branch nar-
rowing towards its southwestern and northeastern tips, and a rect-
angular, WNW-ESE-oriented central body. The eastern branch of 
Molpadia, also NE-SW-oriented, ends sharply towards the NE, 
partly beca use it is covered by Kaiwan Fluctus young lava flows. 
Ridge belts are present in and around Molpadia Linea (Fig. 6B). 
Ridge belts at the western part of the mapped area show sinuous 
anastomosed traces, excepting the western branch of Molpadia, 
where they define a straight, NE-SW-trending bundle (Figs. 6 
and 7). Apparent truncation of ridge belts by Molpadia Linea can 
be observed in the central and southern part of the studied area 
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Fig.3. Structural analysis af Hippolyta Linea (area E). (A) Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image (resolution 250 pxfdeg) with topographic contours (elevaban with respect to 
the planet radius, 6050 km). Contour intelVal af 50 m. Sinusoidal projection. (E) Structural map with location af two topographic profiles 1-1' and U-H' shown in Fig. 12A-E). 
White arrows indicare two selected locations where a smooth, curved transition between NE-SW and NW-SE or WNW-ESE ridge swarms can be obselVed. The light gray 
patterned afeas correspond to rhomboidal or lozenge-shaped regions embraced by ridge belts andfor swarms of transcurrent structures and interpreted here as push-up 
features (see main text). (e-E) Rose diagrams of structure orientations for contractional, extensional and transcurrent structures, respectively. eú is the mean circular 
direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Cl9 5% is the 95% confidence interval around the mean direction. The percentage represented by the outer circ1e is indicated, 
and n is the number of measured features. Bin size is of 5°. 
(Fig. 6B). However, it must be stressed that the southem and east-
em parts of the mapped area are partly covered by young lava 
flows (Mylitta Fluctus and Kaiwan Fluctus). Ridge swarms with 
curved trajectories can be observed at the central area of Molpadia 
and the northwestern part of the mapped area (Fig. 6B). Spatial 
patterns of wrinkle ridges are identical to those shown by ridge 
belts. In fact, wrinkle ridges are often observed in prolongation of 
larger ridges across the lowlands (Fig. 6B). Computation of the 
average spacing ofwrinkle ridges is thwarted by the cover ofyoung 
lava flows. 
Extensional structures are more complex in Molpadia Linea 
than in other areas. Very long grooves (>300 km) can be observed 
at the northwestem area, locally interspersed with shorter grabens 
to define irregular NW-SE-oriented fracture belts. These fracture 
belts curve becoming parallel to the westem branch of Molpadia 
Linea (Fig. 6B and D). Networks of complex crosscutting grabens 
can be observed at the northem tip of Molpadia Linea and at the 
northwestem area. Finally, grabens are virtually absent at the east-
ern half of the mapped area (Fig. 6B), excepting the main body of 
Molpadia Linea. 










Fig.4. Structural analysis af Antiope Linea (area e). (A) Magel1an SAR left-look FMAP image (resolution 250 pxfdeg) with topographic contours (elevation with respect to the 
planet radius, 6050 km). Contaur intelVal of50 m. Mercator projection. (E) Structural map. Thewhite arrow shows curvature in a ridge swarm. (e-E) Rose diagrams ofstructure 
orientations for contractional, extensional and transcurrent structures, respectively. 80 is the mean circular direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Cl9S% is the 95% 
confidence intelVal around the mean directian. The percentage represented by the auter circ1e is indicated, and n is the number af measured features. Bin size is af 10°. 
The most striking tectonic feature of Molpadia is the huge sys-
tem of transcurrent structures that outline its western boundary. 
Compelling structural evidence of strike-slip faulting at this region 
was presented by Koenig andAydin (1998) and it will be reinforced 
in this work. These transcurrent structures of Molpadia are oblique 
to both the groovesjgrabens and the ridges (Fig. 6B-E and enlarged 
image and rose diagrams ofthe southwestern subarea at Fig. 7; see 
also Table 1 ). Morphologically, these transcurrent structures are 
marked by swarms of rather straight and often anastomosed frac-
tures that commonly bound lozenge-shaped, less deformed areas, 
and often appear as a long, elevated relief of an intermediate size 
between those of large ridges and wrinkle ridges (Fig. 6A, enlarged 
image). They are typically located at the end of curved and con-
verging swarms of grabens. The NE-SW transcurrent structures 
of the western boundary of Molpadia Linea curve into E-W to 
WNW-ESE-trending structures at the central region and again into 
NE-SW-directed faults at the eastern branch (Fig. 6B and E). Small 
tracts of ribbon-tessera terrains can be seen inside Lavinia Planitia. 
A good example is exposed to the east of the northern subarea 
(Fig.7 ). 
Although the average orientation of tectonic structures is 
shown in Fig. 6C-E and Table 1, the complex internal structure of 
Molpadia Linea merits a more detailed description. The entire belt 
has been arbitrarily divided into four main subareas, according to 
the dominant structures and their average orientation (Fig. 7). At 
the southwestern area, N51°E-oriented ridges (Table 1) are dis-
posed at a low angle to the prominent N61 °E-trending transcurrent 
segments described by Koenig and Aydin (1998) and in this work. 
Transcurrent structures embrace less fractured, lozenge-shaped 
areas (Fig. 7) with maximum lengths of less than 100 km. Grabens 
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Fig.5. Structural analysis of area D (unnamed). (A) Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image (resolution 1408.13 pxfdeg) with topographic contours (elevabon with respectto the 
planet radius , 6050 km). Con tour intelVal of 50 m. Mercator projection. (B) Structural map with interpretation of the horizontal displacement sense for transpressional (red) 
and transtensional (blue) structures. (C and D) Rose diagrams of structure orientations for contractional and extensional structures, respectively. 8ú is the mean circular 
direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Cl: 95% is the 95% confidence interval around the mean direction. The percentage represented by the outer circ1e is indicated, 
and n is the number of measured features. Bin size is of 5°. 
are mostly oriented NW-SE (N125°E, Table 1), although their curv-
ing geometry results in a NE-SW-oriented mode at the rose dia-
gram (Fig. 7). The northem area is by far the more complexo 
Orientation of contractional structures there show several modes 
(Fig. 7), and a dense cortege of NNW-SSE-directed grabens cross-
cut apparently older E-W to WNW-ESE grabens. By contrast, the 
central area of Molpadia is simpler (Fig. 7 ). Ridges are slightly 
curved and show an average N53°E trend (Fig. 7, Table 1 ). Grabens 
are NW-SE-oriented (N131 °E, Table 1) and, together with transcur-
rent structures (N94°E), embrace elongate WNW-ESE-oriented 
less fractured zones (with maximum lengths of 100 km). The struc-
tures of the northeastem area are obscured by the young lava 
flows. Extensional structures are here subordinated to the ridges 
(N53°E, Table 1) and transcurrent structures (N84°E). 
3.6. Area F (Penardun Linea) 
Penardun Linea is located at the southem part of Lavinia Plani-
tia. The northwestem part of the mapped area ineludes the south-
em prolongation of Molpadia Linea (Fig. 8A and B). Ridges at 
Penardun are mostly curved and arranged in en échelon, right-
stepped pattems. Well-developed stepped ridges that converge 
on a common NE-SW-oriented ridge (marked by arrows in 
Fig. 8B) can be observed at the central part of the mapped area. 
Ridge belts (and individual ridges within them) are curved and dis-
posed in an anastomosed pattem (Fig. 8B), which gives place to a 
multimodal distribution of orientations (Fig. 8e). They pass later-
ally into ENE-WSW transcurrent structures (Fig. 8B and E). Calcu-
lation of interlimb angles for individual ridges following the 
procedure developed by Ghent and Hansen (1999) mentioned in 
area Ayield similar large values of 170-175°. Wrinkle ridges con-
tinue the general pattem of larger ridges in the low-lying plains. 
Ridges, wrinkle ridges and transcurrent structures embrace large 
(average length of long axes is of 100-150 km), sigmoid, lozenge-
shape, less-deformed regions, also arranged en échelon (the 
approximate centers of these regions are marked with asterisks 
in Fig. 8B). Grooves and graben systems cross Penardun and the 
southem tip of Molpadia from NW to SE, describing a large-scale, 
S-shaped structure. This geometry is the result of the strike-slip 
component of displacement along Molpadia and Penardun, and it 
explains the multimodal distribution of orientations (Fig. 80). 
The described structures are partly covered at the southeastem 
comer of the mapped area by the lava flows of Mylitta Fluctus. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Interpretation and structural evolution 
Kinematic interpretation of the Lavinia Planitia deformation 
belts requires a detailed analysis of the geometrical characteristics 
of their predominant structures. Sigmoid, en échelon arrangement 
of ridges is a typical feature of structures generated under an 
important component of strike-slip displacement (e.g., Sylvester, 
1988 ). Fig. 9 shows an enlargement of the ridges located at the 
southem part of area A Identical structures have been obtained 
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Fig.6. Structural analysis af Molpadia Linea (area E). (A) Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image (resolution 250 pxfdeg) with topographic contours (elevation with respect to the 
planet radius, 6050 km). Contaur interval af 50 m. Mercator projection. (E) Structural map. (e-E) Rose diagrams af structure orientations for contractional, extensional and 
transcurrent structures, respectively. 80 is the mean circular direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Cl9 5% is the 95% confidence interval around the mean 
direction. The percentage represented by the outer circ1e is indicated, and n is the number af measured features. Bin size is af 5°. 
by Richard et al. (1991) in their experimental analysis of folding 
under strike-slip faulting (Fig. 9A and B). Digitate terminations of 
folds in the experiment shown in Fig. 9A are very similar to the clo-
sures of ridges at the location marked with an asterisk. Natural 
examples on Earth show similar characteristics (Fig. 9C and E). 
From the right-stepping of ridges at area A (Fig. 9 for the central 
belt, and white arrows in Fig. 2A for the distinct ridge belts of this 
area) it can be concluded (Fig. 9D) that the region was subjected to 
a dextral strike-slip component of displacement (Fig. 2B). The same 
interpretation can be suggested for several dextral bands at area D 
(Fig. 5B). On the other side, long, straight, parallel ridges in the cen-
tral part of area D (Fig. 5B) can be better explained as due to short-
ening normal to the ridge traces. 
Extensional fracture belts also show evidence of both, orthog-
onal and oblique extension. This assertion is best illustrated by 
the geological sketch of an enlarged sector of area A (Fig. 10). 
Long, parallel grabens are observed at the western part of the 
sketch (Fig. lOA). The circular mean of graben trends is N125°E 
(Table 1), sub-parallel to the rift axis at this area (Fig. 10B). Exper-
imental patterns of normal faults generated under orthogonal 
extension (McClay et al., 2002) show an excellent agreement with 
those represented in Fig. lOA (Fig. lOE and F). Therefore, this zone 
can be interpreted as due to extension normal to the rift axis 
(open arrows in Fig. lOA). Analogously, the grabens at the central 
and northern part of area A can be interpreted as due to orthog-
onal extension (Fig. 2B), as well as most of the Hippolyta rift 
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Fig. 7. Rose diagrams of structure orientations for contractional, extensional and transcurrent structures in four subareas of Molpadia Linea, distinguished according to their 
respective structural characteristics. 80 is the mean circular direction (marked with double-headed arrows) and Ct:95% is the 95% confidence interval around the mean direction. 
The double-headed arrow labeled t 1 indicates the location ofthe first eigenvector ofthe matrix representing the moment ofinertia of the measured directions (Mardia, 1972). 
The percentage represented by the outer cirde is indicated, and n is the number of measured features. Bin size is of 5° excepting for the rose diagram of contractional 
structures at the Northern subarea and the rose diagram of extensional structures at the Southwestern subarea, whose bin sizes are of 10°. The bottom image shows an 
enlarged view (Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image, resolution 1408.13 pxfdeg) of a region at the southwestern subarea with transcurrent structures (traces marked by white 
arrows) and lozenge-shaped areas bounded by them (shaded region). 
(Fig. 3B) and the westem part of Antiope Linea (Fig. 4B). However, 
the zone located at the eastem half of the mapped area (Fig. lOe) 
shows curved, sigmoid grabens arranged en échelon. Right-step-
ping and obliquity between the circular mean of their trends 
(Nl19°E, Table 1, Fig. 10D) and the strike of the rift axis at this 
point (rvE-W, Fig. 10C) allow comparison of this pattem with that 
obtained under dextral oblique extension by McClay et al. (2002) 
(Fig. 10G and H). Also, the natural case of the Gulf of Aden 
(Fig. 101 andJ), described by Dauteuil et al. (2001), is comparable 
in geometry and scale with Fig. lOe. Therefore, this zone can be 
interpreted as a consequence of dextral, oblique extension (open 
arrows in Fig. 1 OC). Indeed, the trace of one ridge is observed 
displaced for around 5 km in a dextral sense (indicated by the 
small arrow at Fig. 10C; aSAR image of this area at the maximum 
available resolution is also shown to the right of Fig. 10C). 
Oblique extension can also be mentioned as the best explanation 
for sorne sectors at the center and northeastem branches of Hip-
polyta rift (mostly dextral shear along the transcurrent structures, 
Fig. 3B), at the central part of Antiope Linea (the right-stepped 
geometries limited by transcurrent structures indicating dextral 
shear, Fig. 4B), at area D (dextral oblique extension at the north-
ern and southem part of this area, and sinistral at the center, 
Fig. 5B), at Molpadia Linea (Fig. 6B, apart from the structures de-
scribed by Koenig and Aydin, 1998), and at Penardun Linea 
(Fig_ 8B)_ 
Of special interest is the anastomosed pattem of ridge belts 
and bundles of wrinkle ridges observed all around Lavinia Planitia 
embracing less-deformed, lozenge-shaped regions (Figs. 3 and 
8B). Sorne particularly neat cases are represented in Fig. 11 (A: 
Penardun Linea and south of Molpadia Linea; B: area D and north-
western Molpadia Linea). The less-deformed regions are marked 
with a reddish pattern. It can be observed how these regions 
are outlined by ridges, wrinkle ridges and transcurrent structures. 
The geometry of these regions corresponds to that shown by 
push-ups generated at restraining stepovers (e.g., Woodcock and 
Schubert, 1994). Similar geometries (Fig. llC) have been mapped 
in the Precambrian Brazilian craton by Davison and Powell (1991) 
and Ebert and Hasui (1998). The relationship of these structures 
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Fig.8. Structural analysis af Penardun Linea (area F). (A) Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image (resolution 1408.13 pxfdeg) with topographic contours (elevaban with respect 
to the planet radius, 6050 km). Contour interval af 50 m. Mercator projection. (E) Structural map. The white arrows mark the trace af a NE-SW-trending ridge at which 
converge a series af smaller, cUlved, stepped ridges. Asterisks indicate the approximate location af the center af less-deformed regions bounded by ridges, wrinkle ridges or 
transcurrent structures. (C- E) Rose diagrams of structure orientations for contractional, extensional and transcurrent structures, respectively. 80 is the mean circular direction 
(marked with double-headed arrows) and Cl95% is the 95% confidence intelVal around the mean direction. The percentage represented by the outer circ1e is indicated, and n is 
the number of measured features. Bin size is of 5°. 
with the topography offers additional inforrnation for their inter-
pretation. Two topographic profiles (labeled I and 11 in Fig. 3B) 
crosscutting a possible push-up structure at Hippolyta Linea 
(rnarked with a light gray pattem in Fig. 3B) show that this region 
stands as a topographic high (Fig. 12A and B), with the deforrna-
tion bands (ridge belts and transcurrent structures, double-
headed arrows at Fig. 12) located at its slopes. Profiles III 
(Fig. 12C) and IV (Fig. 12D) show the topographic expression of 
several adjacent rhornboidal areas at Penardun Linea and area 
D, respectively. The individual rhornboidal areas appear corn-
rnonly with positive relief and lirnited by deforrnation bands. 
The region covered by the distinct adjacent rhornboidal areas re-
rnains as a topographic high relative to the nearby less deforrned 
lowlands (Fig. 12C and D). Therefore, these large structures can be 
interpreted as a result of dextral transpression in rnost of the 
studied areas (Fig. 11A and B). Fig. 13 shows the traces of the 
rnain ridges and ridge belts, and the large interpreted push-up 
structures on a topographic rnap of Lavinia Planitia. It can be ob-
served how sorne of the rnain reliefs of Lavinia are rnainly condi-
tioned by the location and trend of ridge belts and push-ups. 
Apparently, the topographic expression of extensional structures 
is secondary with respect to the large control exerted by the con-
tractional features. Topographic profiles show a large-scale, SW-
directed slope (Fig. 12E), already described by Ivanov and Head 
(2007). Also evident in the profiles is the topographic record of 
the large ridge belts and push-ups (Fig. 12F-H). 
Kinernatic analysis of the studied areas has allowed us to char-
acterize the orientation of the principal deforrnation axes in the 
horizontal (e.g., principal shortening axis, rnarked with large ar-
rows in Fig. 11 A and B). Results are shown in Fig. 14, which 




Fig.9. Close-up image of the southern part of area A (Magellan SAR left-look FMAP image, resolution 1408.13 pxfdeg). The wide ridges (average wavelength of 2-3 km) show 
a right-stepped, en échelon geometry that is compared with similar structures (A and B) observed in experiments oftranspression by Richard et al. (1991 ). The asterisks mark 
similar points in the geomet¡y of the small-scale termination of folds in experiments and nature. (e) Comparison with en échelon folds of the Darien Basin, Panama (Wilcox 
et al. , 1973 ). (D) Theoretical orientation of folds in bulk simple shear (Sylvester, 1988 ). (E) Multiple right-stepping en échelon folds in Plio-Pleistocene sediments associated 
with the San Andreas fault near the Saltan Sea (modified from Dibblee (1977) and Sylvester (1988) ). In aH cases the strike slip component is dextral. 
represents the orientation of the horizontal principal shortening 
axis (symmetric arrows) for most of Lavinia Planitia. Changes in 
the strike of deformation belts favors lateral variation from 
orthogonal extension to transtension (e.g., Antiope Linea, Fig. 4 ), 
from orthogonal contraction to transpression (e.g., area D, 
Fig. 5) or from transpression to transtension (e.g., Molpadia Linea, 
Figs. 6 and 7). This observation was also noted by Squyres et al. 
(1992). The horizontal shortening field for contractional and 
transpressional structures is distinguished in Fig. 14 fram the hor-
izontal shortening field for extensional and transtensional 
structures. 
The available information is not conclusive about the age rela-
tionships between extensional structures and ridge belts. However, 
given the fact that ridges and extensional fractures tend to be sta-
tistically perpendicular (rose diagrams in Figs. 2- 8 and Table 1 ), it 
cannot be discarded that both types of structures could be braadly 
synchronous. Ridge belts are mostly older than the lavas forming 
the lowlands (e.g., Fig. 3). Wrinkle ridges are generally younger 
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Fig. 10. Geological sketch showing the fracture pattern at the southern part af afea A. Thin continuous Unes with small orthogonal tick marks represent assumed normal 
faults with indicatian af the down-thrown block. Thin discontinuous Unes delineate the large stepped ridges. The white arrows mark the suggested horizontal extension 
direction at each site. (A) Region af predominantly orthogonal extension according to the characteristics af the fracture pattern. (E) Rose diagram af frac ture orientations for 
the region shown in (A). (e) Region af oblique extension. The small arrow inside the polygon is pointing to a strike-slip displacement af more than 5 km affecting a large ridge. 
To the right of this figure, the inset shows a high resolution (1408.13 pxfdeg) SAR image of the displaced ridge (axial trace marked with a white dashed line). (O) Rose diagram 
of fracture orientations for the region shown in (C). (E) Experimental pattern of normal faults in a zone of orthogonal extension (McClay et al. , 2002). (F) Rose diagram of 
fracture orientation for the experimental result shown in (E). (G) Experimental pattern of normal faults in a zone of dextral oblique extension (McClay et al. , 2002 ). (H) Rose 
diagram of fracture orientations for the experimental result shown in (G). (1) Fracture pattern in the surface of the oceanic lithosphere at the western Gulf of Aden, an area of 
dextral oblique ridge spreading (Oauteuil et al. , 2001). O) Rose diagram of fracture orientations for area ofthe Gulf of Aden shown in (1). For aH the rose diagrams the double-
headed arrow points to the mean circular direction, the percentage represented by the outer circ1e is indicated, and n is the number ofmeasured features. Bin size is of 5°. The 
thick discontinuous lines mark the strike of the rift axis. Compare the similarities between (A) and (E) (orthogonal extension ) on one side, and among (e), (G) and (1) (dextral 
oblique extension) on the other side. Note in (B) and (F) the paraHelism between the mean circular direction offractures and the trend of the rift axis (orthogonal extension), 
and the obliquity between both elements in (O), (H) and (1) (oblique, dextral extension). 
than ridge belts (Fig. 3). Therefore, the tectonic evolution ofLavinia 
involves at least two stages, probably separated in time (Ivanov 
et al., 2000). During the first stage, mostly previous to the material 
of the plains, transcurrent structures developed contemporarily 
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Fig. 11. (A and B) Shaded relief map of Penardun Linea and area D plus northwestern Molpadia Linea, respectively (illuminated from the NW), with topographic contours 
relative to the planet radius, 6050 km (con tour interval 50 m). The main contractional, extensional and transcurrent structures are also shown (legend in Figs. 5, 6 and 8). 
Light red patterns mark the areas outlined by contractional andfor transcurrent structures and supposed to be lozenge-shaped restraining or releasing regions. The large red 
arrows show the approximate location of the maximum horizontal shortening axis responsible for the observed structures. The small asymmetric arrows indicate the strike-
slip component of displacement accommodated at the distinct shear corridors. Location of topographic profiles III-III' and IV-IV' (Fig. 12) is also shown. (C) Complex pattern 
of Precambrian contractional and transcurrent shear zones in Brazil (modified from Davison and Powell, 1991 , and Ebert and Hasui, 1998 ). The structures are similar in 
geomet¡y and size to those observed at Lavinia Planitia. Again, the red arrows show the approximate location of the maximum horizontal shortening axis. 
with both contractional (transpression zones) and extensional 
(transtension zones) belts. Lateral passage fram contractional to 
transcurrent and then to extensional belts is commonly observed. 
The second stage, mostly later than the material of the plains, gave 
place to wrinkle ridges and sorne extensional fractures. Volcanic 
activity prabably occurred during the first stage, although large 
areas in the lowlands were covered by lava flows between both 
stages, and also during the second stage and later. The deformation 
field of the first stage remains identical with independence of the 
type of structure (extensional, transcurrent or contractional) used 
to define (Fig. 14). This coincidence of the trend of shortening axis 
was already suggested by 5quyres et al. (1992). The strain interpre-
tation of the braad area of Lavinia offered by Hansen (2007) shows 
a bulk strain ellipse with shortening axis oriented NW-5E, which is 
consistent with the general pattem shown in Fig. 14. What is new 
fram this work is the concentric, near-circular pattem described by 
both deformation fields (Fig. 14). Although sorne uncertainty re-
mains in the location of the shortening axes determined fram con-
tractional structures at the northwestem part of Lavinia due to 
their comparatively poor exposure, the whole near-circular pattem 
seems well marked. The common center of curvature is located at 
Alpha Regio (rv23°5, 2°E). Neither the orientation of the deforma-
tion belts nor the fields depicted by the principal shortening axis 
are easily interpreted as due to a downwelling pracess focused 
on Lavinia Planitia. Instead, the origin of this tectonic evolution ex-
ceeds the size of Lavinia and it seems centered outside this region. 
Interestingly, the coordinates of the estimated center of curvature 
of both deformation fields coincide with the highest elevation at 
the NE comer of Lavinia (Fig. 12E). Any tectonic model of Lavinia 
Planitia must consider the relations shown in Fig. 14, as well as 
the compatibility of the deformation field under contemporaty 
contractional and extensional settings. 
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Fig.12. Topografic profiles at selected locations ofLavinia Planitia. Elevaban data from the Magellan topography data (Ford and Pettengill, 1992 ). (A and E) Profiles 1-1' and 11-
11' af a prominent topographic high at the southern part af Hippolyta Linea. (e) NW-SE-oriented profile (I1I-I1I') across Penardun Linea. (D) NW-SE-oriented profile (IV-IV') 
across the southern part af afea D and the northwestern region of Molpadia Linea. The segments marked with double-headed arrows in (A-D) correspond to the location 
along the profiles ofheavily deformed bands (black stripes in the profiles), while the intelVening areas marked with a lightgray pattern correspond to lozenge-shaped regions 
limited by deformation bands. For location of profiles 1-1' to IV-IV' see Figs . 3 and 11. (E-H) Large-scale topographic profiles across most of Lavinia Planitia oriented NE-SW 
(profile V-V') and NW-SE (from NE to SW, profiles VI-VI', VII-VII' and VIII-VIII'). For location ofprofiles V-V' to VIII-VIII' see Fig. 13. Vertical exaggeration (V.E.) is shown at 
each profile. 
4.2. Recognition and significance oIstrike-slip components oI 
displacement 
It has been shown in this work that lateral displacement com-
ponents are present in most, if not aH, the studied deformation 
belts. There seems to be a resistance in planetary geology to recog-
nize strike-slip faults in planets outside the Earth. Three main rea-
sons can be advanced to explain this resistance. First, strike-slip 
displacements are very difficult to identify, even on Earth (Moody 
and Hill, 1956; Sylvester, 1988 ), and this is particularly elearwhen 
imagery data are the main, if not the only, source of information 
available for structural interpretation. It is useful to remind that 
before the decade of 1950 many structural geologists rejected 
the idea of large strike-slip displacements on Earth (Sylvester, 
1988). In a now elassical study, Moody and Hill (1956) suggested 
six criteria to recognize wrench faults. Four of these can be evalu-
ated from data gathered fram planets outside the Earth: straight 
traces, offsets in structures (or streams in planets like Mars), orien-
tation of minor associated structures, and en échelon faults or anti-
elines. Several of these criteria are observed at Lavinia Planitia and 
have been used in this work to establish the activity of strike-slip 
components of displacement at most of the analyzed deformation 
belts. Only slickenside observation and careful sedimentary studies 
remain elusive in the kinematic analysis of faults outside the Earth, 
although the recent missions to Mars are chaHenging this asser-
tion. Second, tectonic regimes show aH the intermediate cases 
among pure extensional, contractional and transcurrent settings. 
Transpressional and transtensional tectonics constitute a realm of 
complex kinematic pattems whose characterization constitutes a 
central line of research in modem structural geology (e.g., Holds-
worth et aL, 1998). Large lateral displacements can be accommo-
dated through en échelon arrays of normal or reverse faults and 
folds in narrow elongate zones (Sylvester, 1988; McClay et aL, 
2002). Therefore, the presence of pure normal or reverse faults 
dominating a given zone does not exelude the activity of relatively 
important lateral displacements. And third, strike-slip fault is not 
synonymous oftransform fault (e.g., Twiss and Moores, 1992). Of-
ten the identification of strike-slip faults is rejected under the 
argument that no evidences of plate tectonics have been found 
for that epoch and planet However, transcurrent displacements 
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Fig.13. Color topographic map of Lavinia Planitia (Mercator projection). Elevabon data from the Magellan topography data (Ford and Pettengill, 1992). Elevabon relative to 
the mean planeta¡y radius. Contour intelVal is 100 m. Superimposed on the topography are the traces of large ridges (yellow lines) and the restraining or releasing lozenge-
shaped regions limited by contractional andfor transcurrent structures (yellow areas). Also represented is the location of topographic protiles V-V' to VIII-VIII'. The bar shows 
the scale at the center of the map. 
can result from lateral accommodation of large extensional or con-
tractional structures, including escape tectonics. They can also act 
as tear and transfer zones (Woodcock and Schubert, 1994), and are 
an inescapable result of the reactivation of older structures (Femá-
ndez and Anguita, 2007). None of these local or regional scenarios 
need a global-scale plate tectonics setting. 
In conclusion, it can be predicted that pure strike-slip faults or 
lateral displacement components in complex deformation zones 
will be increasingly observed and characterized in the planetary 
bodies of the Solar System. Identification of this type of displace-
ment component is essential to improve our kinematic interpreta-
tions and the available tectonic and theoretical models of driving 
forces on Venus. 
4.3. Geodynamic implications 
For Magee and Head (1995) Lavinia's quasi-circular geometry 
reflects a cylindrical downwelling. However, the structural evi-
dence presented in this work does not support a cylindrical down-
welling of Lavinia alone. The orientation of the contractional 
structures at Lavinia Planitia also contrasts with the predictions 
of the swell-push model. The absence of evidences for marginal 
extension at the contractional belts of Lavinia Planitia (Figs. 2-8) 
is in conflict with the delamination process as originally proposed 
by Young and Hansen (2005) for Poludnista Dorsa. However, local 
delamination cannot be ruled out for sorne belts, where syntecton-
ic volcanism was apparently intense (e.g., Hippolyta Linea), 
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Fig.14. Interpretative structural sketch af Lavinia Planitia showing the trend af the large ridges (red Unes), the main transcurrent structures (brown Unes), the restraining-
releasing regions (light red afeas), and the main transtensional bands (blue Unes). The arrows show the orientatian af the maximum horizontal shortening axis at each point 
deduced fram contractional-transpressional (symmetric red arrows) and extensional-transtensional (symmetric blue arrows) structures according to the criteria discussed 
in the text. The small, paired, asymmetric red and blue arrows indicate the strike-slip component at distinct deformatian bands whose structural data reveal the activity of 
such displacement component Note the curved pattern described by the symmetric arrows, that roughly fit to concentric circumferences centered at sorne point to the NE of 
Lavinia Planitia (Alpha Regio), outside the map. Elevation data from the Magel1an topography data (Ford and Pettengill, 1992). Mercator projection. Elevation relative to the 
mean planetary radius. Con tour interval is 100 m. The bar shows the scale at the center of the map. 
although probably in association with another kind of major driv-
ing force. 
Analyses of the gravity and topography of the Venusian plains 
were qualitatively and quantitatively interpreted to be consistent 
with the downwelling hypothesis (e.g., Bindschadler et al., 1992; 
Lawrence and Phillips, 2003 ). The results of Anderson and Smrekar 
(2006) indicate a complex lithospheric structure for the Lavinia 
Planitia region, with a weaker lithosphere at the lineae, in accor-
dance with our results. It is worth to make clear, though, that the 
currently available geophysical evidence does not imply any par-
ticular geometry for the putative mantle downwelling beneath La-
vinia Planitia. The nearly semi-circular pattern of the deformation 
e Femández et aL/Icarns 206 (2010) 210-228 227 
field envisaged by the present work could be an important key to 
mantle geodynamics. The region containing the center of curva-
ture, Alpha Regio, is mostly bounded by lowlands plains (except 
to the SE), which are bottom-Ioaded areas, maybe related to man-
tle downwellings, after the mapping of compensation mechanisms 
of Anderson and Smrekar (2006). Thus, the mantle downwelling 
inferred beneath Lavinia Planitia could actually be part of a roughly 
circular "super-downwelling" structure around Alpha Regio. Thus, 
our results suggest a certain relation between Alpha Regio evolu-
tion and that of the surrounding plains. 
5. Conclusions 
A detailed structural analysis of the deformation belts of Lavi-
nia Planitia is presented in this work. The described structures 
show an irregular distribution across Lavinia Planitia, with wrin-
kle ridges and long grooves predominating in the smooth plains, 
and large ridges and grabens conforming the deformation belts. 
Complex arrangement of ridge belts with common sigmoid and 
stepped geometries can be found forming an intricate network 
covering Lavinia Planitia. These ridge belts embrace lozenge-
shaped areas that define topographic highs interpreted as 
push-up structures. Fracture belts similar to rift structures (e.g., 
Hippolyta Linea) are composed of numerous parallel grabens 
that often crosscut the ridge belts at high angles. The curved 
geometry and stepped alignment of many ridges, ridge belts 
and graben systems reveals the importance of transcurrent com-
ponents of displacement at most deformation belts. Large trans-
current structures can be identified in sorne cases (e.g., 
southwestem branch of Molpadia Linea; Penardun Linea), in 
accordance with previous observations. The consequences of 
the activity of transpression and transtension tectonic regimes 
are commonly recognized at Lavinia Planitia. Along-strike azi-
muth changes of sorne deformation belts (e.g., Antiope Linea, 
Molpadia Linea) are accommodated by correlative changes in 
the proportion and geometry of extensional, contractional or 
transcurrent structures. In other cases, the same type of struc-
ture modifies its style to take up the consequences of azimuth 
changes in the deformation belt (e.g., ridge belts of area D). 
The maximum horizontal shortening axes of the deformation 
field determined in this work take the shape of a semicircle 
centered at Alpha Regio. The main conclusion derived from this 
work is that the tectonic evolution of Lavinia Planitia cannot be 
understood in isolation, but that future work needs a careful 
analysis of its neighbor plateaus (e.g., Alpha Regio) and plains. 
The key to deciphering the dynamic evolution of Venus proba-
bly lies in the geological and geophysical analysis and modeling 
of the coeval evolution of huge regions with several thousands 
of kilometers across, comprising both lowlands and highlands. 
Those large regions are probably the true tectonic units of Ve-
nus. Ongoing projects of geological mapping, together with an 
intensive structural study of the distinct regions of Venus will 
aid to determine the number and limits of these units. 
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